DICKINSON V. COCHRAN: ELEVENTH CIRCUIT PUTS QUALIFIED IMMUNITY ON
THE ROPES IN CONSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGE TO JAIL CONDITIONS
Dale Turley*
In Dickinson v. Cochran,1 the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh
Circuit reviewed an inmate’s § 1983 claims against jail officials after he was
stabbed by another inmate.2 Dickinson should ring alarm bells for the
Alabama Department of Corrections and prison officials throughout the state,
because the court brushed aside qualified immunity and laid out a roadmap
that future inmates in similar situations can follow.3
In 2009, after a six-year investigation, the U.S. Department of Justice
(the “DOJ”) provided the Mobile County Metro Jail (the “jail”) with a
detailed list of their findings regarding the jail’s conditions.4 These findings
included jail officials’ failures to (1) classify and separate inmates properly,
(2) limit contraband from entering the jail, and (3) properly supervise the
inmates.5 The DOJ’s report noted that these failures greatly raised the risk of
violence and serious injury to both inmates and the jail’s staff.6 To support
their position, the DOJ cited an increasing amount of violence between
inmates, including eighty-nine reported fights in one four-month period.7
Additionally, the DOJ reported that “the jail ‘conducted too few shakedowns’
and, as a result, ‘inmates possessed various shanks, razors, bleach, and other
contraband.’”8
With regard to the jail’s classification failures, the DOJ explained that
a proper classification system is necessary to provide a “reasonably safe
environment,” because such a system attempts to predict inmate behavior to
help jail officials employ the proper security measures to reduce the risk of
violence.9 The DOJ’s report also noted that the use of a proper classification
system becomes even more vital when facilities are overcrowded.10 The DOJ
found that the jail was “dangerously overcrowded” and, as a result of the jail
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officials’ failure to use a classification system, “the jail failed to separate
adequately predatory inmates from vulnerable inmates.”11 The DOJ stated
that these failings stemmed “from a lack of adequate policies, procedures,
training, and staffing.”12 To correct these deficiencies, the DOJ made a
number of recommendations, such as developing and implementing a proper
classification system, providing sufficient staff and supervision, and
developing and implementing policies to increase the frequency and narrow
the scope of shakedowns.13
In January of 2018, Joshua Dickinson was arrested for misdemeanor
harassment after an argument with his aunt.14 Two days later, officers put
Joshua Brown, a previously convicted murderer, in a cell with Dickinson,
who “had no prior criminal history.”15 Prior to being placed in Dickinson’s
cell, Brown fought with both police officers and corrections officers inside
the jail.16 Jail officials knew Brown was a “violent and difficult inmate”
because he had previously spent time at the jail.17 Despite this knowledge,
after finally restraining Brown, officials placed him into Dickinson’s cell.18
As Dickinson was performing pushups against the wall, Brown hit him in the
head, pulled out a knife, and repeatedly stabbed Dickinson, rendering him
unconscious.19 Subsequently, Dickinson filed “deliberate-indifference”
claims under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 against Sheriff Sam Cochran and Warden
Noah Price “Trey” Oliver (the “defendants”) for failing to protect him and
failing to staff, train, and supervise jail officials.20 Cochran and Oliver filed
a motion to dismiss, alleging that they were protected under qualified
immunity.21 The district court denied their motion, and they appealed.22
Qualified immunity protects government officials in their individual
capacity for conduct that arose during the exercise of discretionary functions
“unless their conduct violates clearly established statutory or constitutional
rights of which a reasonable person would have known.”23 Dickinson did not
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dispute that the defendants’ discretionary duties included operating the jail;
thus, it became Dickinson’s burden to show that the defendants had “1)
violated a constitutional right; and 2) that the right was clearly established at
the time of the alleged violation.”24
While it is well-established that officials must protect prisoners from
violence,25 not all injuries sustained by an inmate lead to liability for the
officials.26 However, it is a constitutional violation for an official to act
“deliberately indifferent to a substantial risk of serious harm to an inmate who
suffers injury.”27 To prove that the defendants acted with deliberate
indifference, Dickinson had to show that the defendants “(1) [had] subjective
knowledge of a risk of serious harm; (2) disregard[ed] that risk; (3) by
conduct that [was] more than gross negligence.”28 Additionally, because the
defendants were supervisors, Dickinson had to establish that the defendants
either “participated directly in the unconstitutional conduct” or that a causal
connection existed between the defendants’ actions and the conduct that
violated Dickinson’s rights.29 This connection can be established “when a
history of widespread abuse puts the responsible supervisor on notice of the
need to correct the alleged deprivation, and he fails to do so . . . .”30 In sum,
to overcome the defendants’ assertion of qualified immunity, Dickinson
needed to prove that (1) a clearly established constitutional right was violated
because (2) the defendants demonstrated deliberate indifference and (3) a
causal link existed showing that defendants knew of a history of violence.31
In its analysis, the Eleventh Circuit stated that Dickinson sufficiently
alleged a causal link by a showing that the defendants were aware of the
history of extensive violence at the jail.32 While the court did not provide
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specific details as to how Dickinson proved the defendants’ knowledge,
Dickinson’s allegations of lack of a classification system, failure to limit
contraband, and failure to properly supervise inmates all aligned with the
DOJ’s report in 2009 to Mobile County officials.33 Next, the court relied on
precedent to establish that the defendants acted with deliberate indifference
and violated a clearly established constitutional right, such that it denied
defendants the protection of qualified immunity.34
In Marsh v. Butler County, the sheriff was notified by prisoner rights
advocates that the jail’s conditions were dangerous for inmates.35 The
conditions in Marsh were much like those in Dickinson, in that the jail was
overcrowded and the sheriff failed to classify, separate, and properly
supervise inmates.36 Because the sheriff was on notice and did nothing to
improve the jail’s conditions, the court concluded that the sheriff acted with
“deliberate indifference to the plaintiff’s constitutional rights because ‘it
[was] an unreasonable response for an official to do nothing when confronted
with prison conditions . . . that pose[d] a risk of serious physical harm to
inmates.’”37 Similarly, in Hale v Tallapoosa County, the court established
that the sheriff at issue knew of frequent inmate violence and overcrowding
yet failed to classify and separate inmates, properly train jail officials, or
properly supervise the inmates.38 Again, because the sheriff did nothing to
improve the jail’s conditions, the court held that there was sufficient evidence
to find the sheriff acted with deliberate indifference.39
The Eleventh Circuit noted that Dickinson, like the plaintiffs in Marsh
and Hale, showed that there were problems with overcrowding, violence,
lack of classification and separation of inmates, and contraband in the
prison.40 The court further stated that the defendants had “fair warning” that
their failure to address the jail’s conditions “violated a clearly established
constitutional right.”41 Based on Marsh and Hale, the court found that the
defendants acted with deliberate indifference, violated Dickinson’s clearly
established constitutional right, and were not entitled to qualified immunity.42
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In April 2019, following a three-year investigation, the DOJ put the
State of Alabama and the Alabama Department of Corrections on notice that
the Alabama men’s prison system was in violation of the Constitution.43
Several of the investigation’s findings match the deficiencies found in Marsh,
Hale, and Dickinson: overcrowding,44 increased violence between inmates,45
inadequate staffing,46 and inadequate physical facilities.47 Additionally, the
State of Alabama and the Alabama Department of Corrections, like the
defendants in Marsh, Hale, and Dickinson, have taken few steps to address
the DOJ’s findings.48 The only substantive action taken by the State to
address the DOJ’s findings was to order construction of three new prisons.49
However, construction on those prisons has not begun and is not expected to
be completed until 2025.50
Following the Eleventh Circuit’s opinions in Marsh, Hale, and
Dickinson, officials are on notice of the dangerous conditions within the
Alabama prison system but are doing very little to remedy the problems. The
court’s reasoning in Dickinson emphasizes that the State of Alabama and its
prison officials cannot always rely on qualified immunity for protection.
How the State will and should handle future inmate assaults while awaiting
completion of new prisons remains to be seen.
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